
My own multimedia VR book creator

Scan the QR to
check the video.
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VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder 

VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder allows users to create their own story based on

classic masterpiece fairy tales. StoryBuilder is a metaverse-based storytelling

creation solution which reconstructs ideas into an educational VR storybook.

Use images selected from various recognizable children’s books to compose your

own story. Additionally, decorate your story with cute stickers, speech bubbles, and 

voice recording functionality. You can save the self-created content,

share it with your friends, and even experience it in VR mode.



What's VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder 

Create your own storybook and enjoy
the viewing experience in VR mode.

Select from 33 Classic fairy tales to create
your ideal VR story content.

You can rethink the contents of the fairy 
tale by watching the original fairy tale

in a video version.

Enjoy experimenting by freely
coloring your own version of the

iconic fairy tale scenes.



What's VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder 

Sketch with the desired coloring and
illustration settings with 

diverse color and brush selection.

Compose richer and more expressive
images by utilizing a diverse 

selection of cute stickers.

Tell your story by using unique and
expressive speech bubbles.

Freedom to decide how you want to
compose the flow of the story with

unrestricted image selection.



What's VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder 

Become the main character in your 
created fairy tale by recording your

own voice, rather than typing.

In each mode, you can add or delete
as many storybook pages as
you want to adjust the length.

Elevate your VR book experience by selecting 
from a selection of background music so
you can make your story more exciting.

You can find out more detailed
usage through the help view.



What's VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder 

You can save and store your e-book as
a PDF on your computer.

You can play and enjoy your own
completed storybook.

Record a storybook with a character
that mimics your actions.

VR mode provides an immersive viewing
experience for your self-created story.



Storybuilder is a multimedia 
VR Storybook authoring tool that is

used for drawing and writing. 
Linking a drawing tablet

will allow for more convenient
usage of the software.

Experience the VR mode with Cardboard.

Compatible Devices

Scan the QR code or
search for the app
vrware storybuilder
In the google play store. 

Scan the QR code or
search for
vrware cardboard
on youtube to view the
the instruction video.

WACOM ONE Galaxy Tab iPad



1 Year License + DIY Cardboard

VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder

VRWARE Edu StoryBuilderOne by Wacom

x

Product

The package includes a license to use
VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder for one year

and a Do-It-Yourself Cardboard.
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Age 4 to 13 years old

Education inquiry : +82) 31 911 0609   E-mail : gpsales@globepoint.co.kr

About VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder
- Introduction to StoryBuilder

- Learn how to use Story Builder

Build a Story(hands-on)
- Drawing based on a fairy tale

   of your choice

- Coloring
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Learning how to use StoryBuilder
- Learn the difference between various

    menus(storybook, sketchbook, 

    free creation, diary)

- How to set up the page(quantity, 

   page/picture settings)

Try StoryBuilder Coloring(hands-on)

- Coloring

- Apply finishing touches

Writing My Diary 1
- Looking back on my day today

- Create a diary using the diary template

Try StoryBuilder Coloring(hands-on)
- Utilizing objects like stickers, speech 

   bubbles and more on colored pictures

Writing My Diary 2
- Write a diary with speech bubbles, 

    stickers, etc. 

    Decorate with various objects

Using VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder
(hands-on)
 - Freely create a book of your choice

Build a Story(Hands-on)
- Watching fairy tales

   (Youtube link prepared in advance)

- Painting and coloring

Watching the e-books you created
with your friends 
- Share the e-book you created with 

    your friends

Curriculum 

Class ClassContent ContentEquipment
needed

Equipment
needed



VRWARE Edu StoryBuilder Educational cases

Educational institutions

Virtual spaces created by users  



PC Recommended Specifications

Windows Android iOS

Android Recommended Specifications

Processor(CPU)                         Intel® Core™ i3 higher

Memory(RAM)                         8GB RAM higher

Graphic Card(VGA)       NVIDIA® GeForce® GTX 760 higher

Storage                                            20GB higher

Operating System(OS)               Windows® 10 64-bit 

Device                 Galaxy S20

Android                  Android 10 higher 

iOS Recommended Specifications

Device                     iPhone 12, iPad pro 3rd generation

Android                 iOS 14 higher

Android APP iOS APP



GLOBEPOINT Inc.
Gwangyang Frontier Valley 6, 11F #1111, 83 Samwon-ro, Deokyang-gu,
Goyang-si, Gyeonggi-do, Republic of Korea (Zip 10550)

Tel : +82 31 911 0601   Fax : +82 31 922 0602   
E-mail : gpsales@globepoint.co.kr storybuilder.vrware.us

Product Purchase and Training Inquiries


